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Five-coordinate hydrogen in hydrido rhodium cluster compounds:
A theoretical analysis1
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Abstract

The electronic structure of the hydrido species [H2Rh13(CO)24]3− containing H atoms inserted in square pyramidal holes is
analyzed using DFT calculations. In particular, the covalent nature of the hydrogen-metal bonding is demonstrated, due to an
effective interaction of the H orbitals with high-lying FMOs of the centered anti-cuboctahedral Rh13 core. The position of the
hydrogen atoms in the square pyramidal cavities is mainly governed by the arrangement of the carbonyl ligands tethered to the
metallic square faces. In agreement with the structural data, DFT computations favors the isomer with the H atoms encapsulated
in the cavities having the smallest number of bridging CO ligands. © 1998 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Hydrido carbonyl cluster compounds represent inter-
esting molecular models for the coadsorption of hydro-
gen and carbon monoxide on metal surfaces or the
storage of hydrogen in metals [1]. In these species the
hydrogen atoms either enter a cavity as in
[Ru6(CO)18(m6-H)]− [2], or are surface located as in
[Os10(CO)24(m3-H)2(m-H)2]2

−
[1,3]. Among the com-

pounds containing fully encapsulated hydrogen atoms,
the anions [HnRh13(CO)24](5−n)− (n=1–4) provide a
unique series of isostructural, multihydride clusters [4–
9]. Different studies indicate that they are interconvert-
ible by addition or removal of one or more protons.
Surprisingly enough, the penta-anionic cluster
[Rh13(CO)24]5

−
and the neutral cluster H5Rh13(CO)24

have not yet been observed. Furthermore, kinetic and

thermodynamic studies indicate that the monohydride
species [HRh13(CO)24]4

−
is less stable than the di- and

tri-hydride adducts in acetonitrile for instance [8]. This
indicates that few interstitial hydrogen atoms stabilize
such a structural arrangement, but too many seem to be
unpropitious.

The mono-, di-, and tri-hydride derivatives have all
been isolated as crystalline solids and examined by
X-ray crystallography [4,6,7]. They have similar struc-
tural arrangements consisting of a centered anti-cuboc-
tahedron i.e. a hexagonal close-packed metal skeleton
in which each surface rhodium atom is coordinated to
one terminal and two bridging carbonyls. The hydride
ligands were not directly located in the X-ray studies
but were suggested to be close to the square faces of the
square pyramidal metallic cavities, in agreement with
NMR data [9]. This was confirmed recently by a neu-
tron diffraction analysis of the hydrido cluster complex
[H2Rh13(CO)24]3

−
(1) performed by Bau et al. at low

temperature [10,11]. The two hydrogen atoms are lo-
cated in two of the six square pyramidal holes (2a), in
positions almost coplanar with the four basal (surface)
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Rh atoms of each square pyramidal cavity, slightly
displaced toward the central atom of the cluster core
(2b). In both cases, the axial Rh(central)–H distance is
shorter (average 1.84 Å) than the four Rh(surface)–H
distances (average, 1.97 Å).

We may ask why the H atoms are not disordered at
low temperature over the six available square pyrami-
dal sites. Indeed, the D3h symmetry group of the cluster

is reduced to Cs due to the particular arrangement of
the CO ligands, creating only four inequivalent types of
square pyramidal holes before incorporation of the H
atoms ( denoted a–d, see 3). Nevertheless, only two
positions out of four are occupied in 1. The size of the
occupied sites is slightly larger than the empty sites
(average, 0.03 Å), but this weak size difference is not
sufficient by itself to fully explain the observed ordering
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difficult the identification of the skeletal MOs account-
ing for the metal–metal bonding. Nevertheless, some of
the MOs in the HOMO region can be recognized as
skeletal orbitals. For instance, MOs 128a% (the HOMO
for the count of 170 CVEs), 105a%%, and 127a% can be
identified as being the corresponding p-type MOs of a%1
and e symmetry in the Rh13H36 model. The 126a% MO
corresponds to the totally symmetrical s-type a%1 MO
resulting from the interaction of the s orbital of the
central rhodium atom with surface-metal MOs of the
same symmetry. The 104a%% MO is one of the p-type
skeletal MOs. Other skeletal MOs are contained in sets
of MOs lower in energy.

The antibonding block of MOs positioned above the
HOMO, derives mainly from the out-of-phase combi-
nations of the d orbitals of the interstitial rhodium
atom and outer-sphere MO of the Rh12 cage [20].

DFT calculations were then performed on
[H2Rh13(CO)24]3

−
with H atoms located in their experi-

mental positions (Ha and Hd in 3). The symmetry of the
molecule is lowered to C1, allowing important mixing.
However, it is remarkable that mainly three frontier
molecular orbitals (FMO) of the Rh13(CO)24 fragment
dominate the interaction with the hydrogen orbitals.
The p-type 128a%MO interacts strongly with the out-of-
phase (H)2 orbitals. To a lesser extent, the 105a%% inter-
acts with both the in-phase and out-of-phase hydrogen
combinations. The main bonding interaction occurs
between the s-type 126a% metallic MO and the in-phase
combination of hydrogen orbitals. The result of these
interactions is the opening of the HOMO/LUMO gap
from 0.67 eV for the [Rh13(CO)24]5

−
anion to 0.88 eV

for the hydrogen [H2Rh13(CO)24]3
−

species (see Fig. 1).
Interestingly enough, some hydrogen participation is
noted in the MOs situated in the HOMO region up to
5% as in the 231a MO.

From these results, we conclude that these metallic
FMOs must govern the ordering of the H atoms at low
temperature in [H2Rh13(CO)24]3

−
. This can be partially

inferred from a glance at the plots of some FMOs of
[Rh13(CO)24]5

−
. For instance, as it is clearly shown in

Fig. 2, the 128a% MO (HOMO for the [Rh13(CO)24]5
−

ion) is importantly localized on the central rhodium
atom Rh (13) extending largely towards sites a and d,
but very poorly towards sites c and b. Contour plots in
square planes of the Rh13 core indicate also some
metallic localization around sites a and d. Conse-
quently, this MO is suitable for a strong interaction
with orbitals of hydrogen atoms located in sites a and d
rather than in sites b and c. Extension of the 105a%% MO
is appropriate for interacting with orbitals of H atoms
sitting in positions b and d (see Fig. 3). The 127a% and
104a%% MOs have their larger amplitude away from the
different hydrogen sites, and are thus not suitable for
effective interaction with the inserted H atoms (see

of the hydrogen atoms in species 1.
The structural characterization of cluster 1 contain-

ing unusual five-coordinate hydrogen atoms prompted
us to analyze its electronic structure and the bonding of
the inserted H atoms with their metallic host. To this
purpose, theoretical calculations using the extended
Hückel (EH) and density-functional theory (DFT)
methods were carried out [12–17].

2. Theoretical considerations

As expected from the extension of the Polyhedral
Skeletal Electron Pair (PSEP) theory to high-nuclearity
metal carbonyl clusters [18], the compounds
[HnRh13(CO)24](5−n)− (n=1–4) have 170 cluster va-
lence electrons (CVE) (9(Rh)×13+2(CO)×24+1(H
or negative charge)×5). Indeed, these compounds are
four-connected polyhedral molecules, generally charac-
terized by a total of 14n+2l CVEs [19].

DFT calculations were first carried out on the hypo-
thetical model [Rh13(CO)24]5

−
of Cs symmetry (the

Rh–CO geometry of 1 was taken), in order to under-
stand the electronic properties of the metallic host
[14–17]. Although, such an anion has not yet been
observed experimentally, a rather large HOMO/LUMO
gap between bonding and non-bonding, and antibond-
ing orbitals is computed for the count of 170 CVEs, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The DFT-MO picture of
[Rh13(CO)24]5

−
supports previous EH results obtained

by Mingos and Lin on the centered anti-cuboctahedral
model Rh13H36 [20]. According to these authors, such
molecules are associated with a total of 13 skeletal
bonding molecular orbitals (MO) which lie in a rather
narrow energy range. Four of them are s-type MOs
(a%1+e%+a%%2 in D3h symmetry) and 9 are p-type MOs
(2a%1+2e%+e%%+a%%2 in D3h symmetry) [20]. When occu-
pied, these skeletal MOs are responsible for the cohe-
sion of the cluster core. The lowering of symmetry in
our model leads to important orbital mixing, rendering
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Fig. 1. DFT energy level diagram for the [Rh13CO)24]5− and [H2Rh13CO)24]3− anions.

Figs. 4 and 5, respectively). On the other hand, the
126a% MO displays lobes directed toward sites a and d
as illustrated in Fig. 6, particularly localized on the
central rhodium atom, allowing some interaction with
orbitals of H atoms in these sites (Figs. 2–6).

These considerations indicate that hydrogen atoms
should prefer to occupy sites a and d rather than sites
b and c in [H2Rh13(CO)24]3

−
, as experimentally ob-

served (vide supra). Among factors which may deter-
mine the preferred sites for the inserted H atoms in
species 1, there are the distance between the two hydro-
gen atoms and the arrangement of the CO ligands
attached to the metallic square faces. Assuming a regu-
lar Rh13 cage, the shortest distances between ‘holes’ is
ca. 2.25 Å (between sites a and c and sites b and d),
whereas the largest distance is ca. 3.55 Å (between sites
a and d for instance). Intermediate separations of ca.

2.75 Å are measured between other sites such as a and
b. Different CO environments are experimentally ob-
served for the six square pyramidal cavities. Four ter-
minal CO and one bridging CO ligands surround site a.
Site b is located in a cavity having four terminal CO
and three bridging CO ligands. Cavity c is the only one
that has four bridging CO in addition to four terminal
CO groups. Finally, site d is surrounded by four termi-
nal and two bridging COs [10].

Qualitative EH calculations were performed on a
modelized [H2Rh13(CO)24]3

−
varying the positions of

the two H atoms. Assuming a Rh13(CO)24 core of Cs

symmetry, nine different isomeric forms are possible. In
agreement with experiments, the isomer with H atoms
in sites a and d is preferred, between roughly 0.15 to 0.5
eV, over the other isomers. This is supported by DFT
computations. For instance, the isomer with H atoms in
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Fig. 2. Contour plots of the 128a% MO of [Rh13CO)24]5−: (a) in plane Rh(2)–Rh(13)–Rh(12); (b) in plane Rh(1)–Rh(13)–Rh(11); c) in plane
Rh(1)–Rh(3)–Rh(4)–Rh(5); (d) in plane Rh(2)–Rh(3)–Rh(8)–Rh(9); (e) in plane Rh(4)–Rh(5)–Rh(10)–Rh(11); (f) in plane Rh(8)–Rh(9)–
Rh(10)–Rh(12). Contour values are 90.01, 90.02, 90.05, 90.10, 90.20, 90.50 (e bohr−3)1/2.

sites a and b is 0.24 eV less stable than that with H
atoms inserted in positions a and d. The energetic
distribution of the different isomers seems to indicate
that the location of the H atoms in species 1 might
depend primarily on the CO environment of the square
faces rather than the H· · ·H separations. Encapsulated
H atoms tend to occupy sites having the minimum
number of bridging COs. As said above, cavities a and
d have only one and two bridging COs, respectively.
Metallic orbitals being less involved in M-(m-CO) bond-
ing are more effective to interact with the inserted H
atoms. This statement is supported by EH calculations
performed on the monohydride [HRh13(CO)24]4

−
spe-

cies, which show that the incorporated H atom is
preferentially located in site a.

Large elements incorporated in square pyramidal
cavities such as carbon or nitrogen are usually exposed
slightly below the center of the metallic basal plane
away from the apical metal center, as illustrated in
Fe5(CO)15(m5-C) for instance [21]. Theoretical works
indicate that this displacement is sensitive to the charge
on the exposed atom [22]. It moves away from the
square face as its negative charge increases. Contrarily
to carbon or nitrogen, H atoms in species 1 are slightly
displaced from the middle of the square faces but in an

inward fashion, toward the apical rhodium atom of the
cavities [10]. We think that this is mainly due not only
to the size but also to the charge of the inserted H
atoms. Indeed, using the analysis of Hirschfeld [23]
obtained within DFT calculations, the encapsulated H
atoms are nearly neutral (with charges of −0.10 and
−0.09 for Ha and Hd, respectively).

3. Conclusion

The theoretical study of the hydrido species
[H2Rh13(CO)24]3

−
containing H atoms inserted in

square pyramidal holes has allowed the understanding
of the bonding mode of the H atoms with their metallic
host. In particular, the covalent nature of the hydro-
gen–metal bonding has been demonstrated, due to an
effective interaction of the H orbitals with high-lying
FMOs of the centered anti-cuboctahedral Rh13 core.
The position of the hydrogen atoms in the square
pyramidal cavities is mainly governed by the arrange-
ment of the carbonyl ligands tethered to the metallic
square faces. In agreement with the structural data,
DFT computations favor the isomer with the H atoms
in sites a and d, that is in the cavities having the
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smallest number of bridging CO ligands. The results
discussed here give some confidence in the use of DFT
calculations in the location of hydrogen ligands in high
nuclearity transition metal carbonyl clusters when di-
rect location is not possible experimentally.

1H-NMR measurements show that the interstitial H
atoms are mobile at r.t. [10]. Although the energy
difference between isomers is significant at low temper-
ature in favor of that with H atoms located in sites a
and d, it is sufficiently small to explain why hydrogen
atoms are delocalized over different sites when the
temperature increases. The obvious route to go from
one square pyramidal hole to another is a path through
inner triangular faces and tetrahedral cavities of the
cluster.

One major question, not addressed here, remains.
The parameters which determine whether or not a
hydrogen atom enters a square pyramidal hole are not
yet fully understood. Hydrogen atoms are fully encap-
sulated in holes in species 1, whereas they are edge-
bridging in the capped square pyramidal cluster

Fig. 3. Contour plots of the 105a%% MO of [Rh13CO)24]5−: a) in plane
Rh(1)–Rh(13)–Rh(11); b) in plane Rh(2)–Rh(3)–Rh(8)–Rh(9); c) in
plane Rh(8)–Rh(9)–Rh(10)–Rh(12). See caption to Fig. 2 for con-
tour values.

Fig. 4. Contour plots of the 127a% MO of [Rh13CO)24]5−: a) in plane Rh(2)–Rh(13)–Rh(12); b) in plane Rh(1)–Rh(13)–Rh(11); c) in plane
Rh(1)–Rh(3)–Rh(4)–Rh(5); d) in plane Rh(2)–Rh(3)–Rh(8)–Rh(9); e) in plane Rh(4)–Rh(5)–Rh(10)–Rh(11); f) in plane Rh(8)–Rh(9)–
Rh(10)–Rh(12). See caption to Fig. 2 for contour values.
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H2Os6(CO)18 for instance [11,24]. DFT calculations on
different hydrido cluster species are in progress in order
to fully appreciate the bonding of hydrogen atoms in
such compounds.
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